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This document defines the process of how new security control methods can be added to IDSA catalog.  The 
process starts by a member submitting a new security control method using the specified submission template. 
A dedicated sub-committee then vets the relevance and viability of the submitted security control method 
before publishing it for IDSA internal community review. All IDSA members can comment on the proposed 
security control method. After this review from members, security control method can be included in IDSA 
catalog, i.e. published on IDSA web portal. 
 
This document has the following sections: 
 

 Security Control Method Evaluation Process 

 Technology Components and Taxonomy 

 TWG Security Control Method Evaluation Sub-Committee 

 Security Control Method Submission Template 

 Security Control Method Submission Example 
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Security Control Method Evaluation Process 

The following process will be used when evaluating a new security control method and determining if it can be 
added to the IDSA catalog. This process is subject to change as we get feedback from members and validate its 
viability through initial security control method exercise. 
 

1. An IDSA member submits the new security control method using the template (see Table 1 on page 5). 
In future we may also allow non IDSA members to propose security control methods through IDSA 
community portal. 

2. The submission is reviewed by TWG Security Control Method sub-committee to ensure it conforms to 
following four conditions: 

a) Address use case that is clear and well understood. 

b) Meet the definition of Identity Defined Security Control Method. See taxonomy (page 3). 

c) Is supported by N or more number of vendors (>=N), as GA product. For now we assume that n=2, 
however, we will decide later if N=1 scenario is acceptable. That is, a single vendor can support the 
complete security control method using its own product mix. General availability (GA) implies that 
the vendor offers this product in a wide range of deployment options and not as a one-off custom 
deployment for limited customers. Additionally, support should not only be for corresponding 
component specific capabilities relevant for this security control method, but also for the inter-
component interoperability, configurability, and integration necessary to make the control work. In 
fact this second requirement is more critical. Support for capabilities is a necessary but not sufficient 
condition. 

d) The vetting process for determining general availability of a product will be to make sure relevant 
documentation is available. This can include whitepapers, links to vender website, or external 
analyst endorsements, etc. We assume that vendors will claim support in good faith, and review 
committee will accept such claims at face value. Since all security control methods are open to IDSA 
member review, any member can point out discrepancies in these claims.  

3. If approved, the security control method is added to IDSA security control method catalog and reference 
on the IDSA web-portal.  
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Technology Components and Taxonomy 

For the purpose of this document we consider the following taxonomy. 

Technology Components are categories or domains of specific technologies that address a certain industry need 
in Identity or Security space. For example, Access Management (AM) and Privileged Access Management (PAM) 
are two technology components in the Identity space. Similarly, Cloud Access Security Broker (CASB) and Unified 
Endpoint Management (UEM) are two technology components in the Security space. A complete list of 
technology components relevant for IDSA is defined separately. In case a vendor has capabilities and product 
offers in an area that is not captured by the exiting technology components, they should work with IDSA TWG to 
add the new technology component to our list. 

Use Cases reflect practical uses of identity defined security in enterprise space. They can be high-level or 
specific. In the former case we may need multiple Security Control Methods to support a single use case. Such 
generic high-level use cases may also have a lifecycle, and different Security Control Methods would address 
different aspects of this lifecycle. 

Security Control Method is an offering that addresses an identity defined use case in a given context, through an 
integrated set of capabilities spanning at least two technology components (at least one of which is from 
identity) that enforces an identity defined security policy. 

When defining a Security Control Method, it is important to pay attention to two key areas; context and policy. 
These can either show up explicitly in the wording of the Security Control Method, or will be implicitly reflected 
in the implementation. For example, consider this Security Control Method: 

“User/app authentication is step-up to MFA by IdP due to unmanaged device” 

Here, ‘User/app authentication” is the general use case, ‘IdP’ is the point of enforcement of a policy that is 
triggered by a specific context, use of an ‘unmanaged device’. 
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TWG Security Control Method Evaluation Sub-Committee 

The IDSA TWG security control method evaluation sub-committee will consist of the following members, 
representing Identity, Security and Service industries: 

 Joe Gottlieb (SailPoint) 

 Asad Ali (Thales) 

 Stephen Lee (Okta) 

 Andy Smith (Centrify) 

 << solution provider member >> TBD 

 << CAB member >> TBD 
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Table 1: Security Control Method Submission Template 

Use Case 
Addressed 

<< Explain what use case will be addressed by this Security Control Method. It is possible, in 
fact likely, that the same use case can be addressed by multiple security control methods. 
We therefore start with use cases so that multiple Security Control Methods can be created 
under them, as needed >> 

Title << Enter a short title of the Security Control Method >> 

Short 
Description 

<< Enter a short description of what the Security Control Method is about. This text will go 
into the main tile for security control method when posted on IDSA portal >> 

Value 
Description 

<< Explain what value/benefit this security control method brings once it is implemented >> 

Technology 
Components 

<< List the technology components for this security control method. At least one component 
should be related to Identity. Submitter can specify “Other” in case none of the existing 
technology components match >> 

Control 
Description 

<< Describe how the control method works, i.e. what happens when the control is 
implemented >> 

Pre-requisites << Explain what pre-requisites, if any, must be in place before implementing the Control >> 

Capabilities 
(optional) 

<< For each of the technology components mentioned above, optionally list the 
corresponding capabilities that will have to be integrated to implement this security control 
method. This section can serve as a worksheet to identify potential members that will 
eventually support the security control method. It should be used only if this information will 
help identify companies, otherwise the list of capabilities is not required. Furthermore, it 
should be understood that support of a particular capability does not necessarily imply 
support of the complete security control method >> 

Supporting 
Members 

<< For each of the technology components mentioned above, list member companies that 
not only support the corresponding component specific capabilities relevant for this security 
control method, but also offer the inter-component interoperability, configurability, 
integration necessary to make the control work. Provide evidence or references that can 
validate support for these capabilities. The submitter of security control method should work 
with rest of IDSA members to determine if they support it. Alternative, once a security 
control method is posted as draft, member companies can point out capabilities they 
support, to add their name. >> 

Context 
Transfer 
(optional) 

<< What if any Context Transfer is required to enable this Control? >>  

IDSA Match 
(optional) 

<< Explain how does this security control method fit into IDSA framework/approach (e.g., 
IDSA/Zero Trust…ISDA/NIST, IDSA/CARTA) >> 
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Table 2: Security Control Method Submission Example (only as example) 

Use Case 
Addressed 

Protect and manage access to online applications 

Title Login Denied for Compromised Device 

Short 
Description 

Access Management (AM) and Unified Endpoint Management (UEM) technology 
components collaborate to deny access from devices that have been compromised. 

Value 
Description 

Stop unauthorized access from compromised, unsanctioned or questionable devices. Enforce 
Zero Trust on device security. Adapt level of authentication (MFA) based on device security. 

Technology 
Components 

Access Management (AM) 
Unified Endpoint Management (UEM) 

Control 
Description 

Access is denied from a device that is considered to be compromised. This determination of 
compromised state is done through Access Management (AM) and Unified Endpoint 
Management (UEM) technology components. 

Pre-requisites  

Capabilities 
(optional) 

Access Management 

 Must have the ability to query Unified Endpoint Management for device status 

 Must have the ability to provide/reject access based on managed device 

 Must have the ability to determine if MFA is required based on user profile data 

 Must have the ability to  recognize authentication is from mobile device 

 Must have the ability to Query UEM for device status 

Unified Endpoint Management 

 Must have the ability to provide Managed Devices 

 Must have the ability to provide Managed Device Status 

 Must have the ability to recognize compromised device 

Supporting 
Members 

This security control method is supported by the following members: 

 Member A ; ref a1 , ref a2  

 Member B ; ref b1 

Context 
Transfer 
(optional) 

UEM technology component transfers the compromised state of the device to the AM 
technology component. 

IDSA Match 
(optional) 

 

 
 


